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ABSTRACT

Prior research on recruitment of women to computing has estab-
lished that computing tasks involving People rather than Things
have been perceived as much more appealing by female high-school
students (potentially recruitable as university computing students).
This paper changes the focus from prospective to current univer-
sity students and presents the results of a new experiment that
advances and moves beyond earlier research in two crucial respects.
First of all, the participants of the experiment are N=152 university
students, who already study computing, rather than general high-
school students. Second of all, the choice between a People-themed
versus an isomorphic Things-themed version of an educational
task now pertains to real (in fact, mandatory) assignments that
the students had to perform, rather than hypothetical tasks. The
change of experimental context, design, and methodology allows
us to complement previous findings related to recruitment with
suggestions significant for computing educational activities. The
overall findings of the new experiment are consistent with that of
the previous one. We find that, also at university, there is a visible
preference for choosing People themed over Things themed com-
puting tasks amongst women. The results also expose considerable
variation between tasks in the effect of gender observed. At the
same time, male students, in general, seem to be either indifferent to
the themes or to slightly prefer People versions. This suggests that
educators should consider favoring People themed assignments
over ones involving Things.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There is a high demand for information and communication tech-
nology (ICT) specialists. According to Eurostat,1 53% of companies
in the EU reported, in 2017, that they had had difficulties filling ICT
positions [18]. In 2019, the percentage of female ICT specialists was
just 17.9% within the EU [19]. There is no doubt that this is a social
group with the biggest potential for growth. At university, the trend
is similar. According to Informatics Europe, the average percentage
of bachelor degrees in informatics (computing, computer science,
IT, and ICT) awarded to female students in 2019 was only 20.3%
across 19 European countries [17].

The gender imbalance is, in part, due to the sparse number of
women entering the field. Recruitment of more female students is
an important and active research topic specifically in the context
of computing [4, 37] and, more generally, in the broader context
of STEM [3, 11, 12, 16, 21]. Recruitment is vital for catching up
with the high demand in the industry, for diversifying the field,
and for contributing to a less biased and stereotyped computing
environment.

In a paper from 1998, Lippa found evidence that gender strongly
relates to a preference for working with People vs Things [27]. In

1Eurostat: The statistical office of the European Union: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat
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three studies, a total of 2,361 people were assessed on the People–
Things dimension. The studies consistently showed that women,
on average, were more interested in working with People, while
men were more interested in working with Things. A later paper
from Lippa shares the same overall conclusion [28].

In our previous study [13] pertaining to recruitment, we ap-
plied Lippa’s hypothesis in the context of computing education.
We presented high-school students with hypothetical computing
educational tasks in two versions—a People-themed version and a
Things-themed version—and asked them to rate their preference
for one over the other.

We studied the impact of the themes of educational tasks (sce-
narios) on how appealing they seem to be for male and female
students (as proxies for potential future university students) [13].
Our research uncovered that female high-school students, in gen-
eral, perceive themes involving People rather than Things as more
appealing, whereas the men are more indifferent as to the partic-
ular theme of the educational tasks (although the men also, as a
whole, exhibited a slight preference for tasks involving People over
Things). In fact, women have 2.7 times higher odds, than the men,
to prefer tasks involving People (𝑝-value = 3.4 × 10−13, based on
an experiment with around 500 high-school students). Our paper
recommended that recruitment activities feature educational tasks
involving People themes because they appeal to women to a higher
extent, without discouraging the men.

In this paper, we still consider the appeal of educational themes
on gender, but the focus is shifted from prospective to current uni-
versity students. Instead of looking at how to admit more women
to computing, this paper will instead look at how to appeal to the
ones already admitted.

There is an important ethical consideration: If the techniques
proposed in our earlier work are applied to recruitment (empha-
sizing People tasks), then they should also be applied towards
retention. Naturally, changing the way we advertise and present a
given field to the public (something we suggested in our previous
paper) obliges us to deliver courses that are consistent with the
advertising strategy. If we fail to do that, female students choosing
studies within computing as a result of attending such recruitment
activities may not have their expectations met. Aside from gen-
eral discontent, we speculate that this may ultimately cause higher
dropout rates among women. After all, our prior research docu-
ments that high-school women, in general, have a significantly
lower preference for tasks involving Things than for the ones
involving People. We wanted to make the CS education more en-
gaging, especially to women hoping that this may have a visible
effect on retention.

1.1 Contributions

This paper will investigate the impact of the themes of educational
tasks on gender. The paper will significantly extend upon previous
research [13] and present the results of an observational study with
N=152 students that:

• investigates university (rather than high-school) students;
• considers real (rather than hypothetical) assignments; and
• focuses on current (rather than prospective) university stu-
dents.

Aside from gender, this paper will also investigate variation accord-
ing to tasks and individuals.

2 EXPERIMENT

We outline our observational study in terms of objectives, context,
subjects, assignments, treatment, design, execution, and analysis.

2.1 Objectives

This paper addresses the following three research questions:
RQ1: To what extent does the gender of soft-
ware development students impact the prefer-
ences for People vs Things in computing as-
signments?

RQ2: To what extent do preferences vary be-
tween assignments?

RQ3: To what extent do preferences vary be-
tween individual students?

The first research question (RQ1) addresses female and male Soft-
ware Development students’ preferences on the People–Things
spectrum. The second and third research questions (RQ2 & RQ3)
addresses variation according to tasks and individuals.

2.2 Context

For this experiment, we settled on the Introductory Programming
(CS1) course at the IT University of Copenhagen. This is a first-
semester 15 ECTS2 mandatory course on the three-year Bachelor of
Software Development. The course introduces basic programming
and object-orientation using Java, BlueJ [7], along with an Object-
Oriented Conceptual Framework [26] and emphasizes a strong
correspondence between reality and model via object-oriented mod-
eling of reality involving object-oriented analysis, design, and im-
plementation. The course has been managed and co-run for the last
seven years by the last author whereby we obtained permission to
run this experiment.

2.3 Participants

Since the focus of this study is on retention (rather than recruit-
ment), we settled on the first-semester university course with a
recently admitted student cohort of approximately two hundred
students, highly representative of the type of students educational
programmes would want to retain. 37 female students and 115 male
students chose to participate in the study. Please note that unlike our
previous study [13], these were students who have thus already (in
fact, not long before the experiment) made the “vocational choice”
to study Software Development.

2.4 Assignments

During the course Introductory Programming, students are given
four mandatory individual hand-in assignments. For this experi-
ment, we obtained permission to re-design the last three assign-
ments, provided that they respected the pre-existing course syllabus
from the curriculum. Tables 1 & 2 provide characterizations of the

2One academic year is 60 ECTS (European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System).
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four assignments along with the People- and Things-instantiated
versions of the given scenario. All assignments were programming
assignments, starting with the basics in assignment A and, for B–D,
gradually progressing from modifying existing code to creating
code from scratch. Excerpts from the assignments can be found in
appendices.

Assignment A was not part of the experiment and thus exists in
only one version. Assignment B involved modifying existing code,
so that it adheres to object-oriented principles, in particular, inheri-
tance. Assignment C was about modifying an existing program and
creating exceptions and exception handling for it. Assignment D
involved creating a project from scratch with a graphical user in-
terface using the model-view-controller design pattern, optimizing
cohesion, and adhering to the principles of separation of concerns.

The pre-existing course specification stipulated that students are
required to get three out of four assignments formally approved to
be eligible for the exam. Hence, we are not guaranteed to get an
equal number of data points for each assignment.

2.5 Treatment

Each of the assignments was designed in two versions: a People-
themed version and an isomorphic Things-themed version.

The two versions differed only with respect to their thematic
instantiation but were isomorphic in all other aspects. This includes
new vs old, useful vs useless, and familiar vs unfamiliar. The two
versions were visually and syntactically isomorphic; i.e., the assign-
ment descriptions were of equal length and composition and the
sentences followed the same syntactic structure;3 for example:

“A hotel employee wants to have a visual overview.” [People]
“A screen has to give a visual overview.” [Things]
| | | | |

article noun verb verb noun phrase
(indefinite) (singular) (modal) (infinitive) (direct object)

Figure 1: Sample illustration from assignment C.

Any figures included in the assignment were identical in the two
versions, except for any text pertaining to a specific People- or
Things-instantiation. In some cases, it was possible to use the
exact same figure in both versions. Figure 1 shows a figure from
assignment C, which represented booked rooms in a hotel in the
People version and booked containers on a cargo-ship in the Things
version.

2.6 Design

Since this observational study taps into an existing course and in-
frastructure, the experiment design is mostly dictated by the course
3Please note that, in Danish, “hotel employee” (People version) is one word, therefore
not breaking syntactic isomorphism with the (one) word “screen” (Things version).

context (see Sections 2.2 & 2.4). For each of the three assignments
(B, C, and D), the students simply had to freely choose which of the
two versions of the assignment (People- or Things-version) they
wanted to complete and hand in.

2.7 Execution

Pilot. Before distributing the three assignments to the students,
each of the assignments were checked for technical correctness and
conformity to People or Things. 1-2 teaching assistants from the
course Introductory Programming read through the assignments for
technical correctness. The course manager, who is also a co-author
of this paper, checked the assignments for accordance with the
course curriculum, technical correctness, and conformity to People
or Things.

Experiment. The assignments were distributed via an internal
learning platform in a folder containing both the People and the
Things version. We made sure to deliberately alternate the alpha-
betical ordering of the names of the People vs the Things version
so that none of the versions were consistently presented first to the
students, to not enforce a bias from the order of presentation (see
Section 4).

Each assignment contained an introduction explaining the guide-
lines for working on and handing in the assignment. The students
were told that they could choose one of two versions of the assign-
ment. The assignments had to be completed by the student alone,
but they were allowed to talk to each other. Further, we told the
students that the assignments were similar enough for them to be
able to discuss the assignment with a peer, even if they had chosen a
different version. We, importantly, stressed that they should choose
based on their own interest. Upon completion of assignments, the
students handed in using the internal learning platform from which
we are able to extract data of the preferences of versions.

The assignments were introduced to the students as mandatory
activities of the course and once they were all concluded, students
were sent a consent form for inclusion in our study. In this con-
nection the students also reported their gender. It was repeatedly
emphasised to students that their decision on whether to participate
in the study would have no bearing on the exam assessment.

2.8 Analysis Method

We analyse the binary choice made by a student for a particular
assignment using a logistic regression model with mixed effects
[1, 31]. An important feature of this model is that it appropriately
makes use of all available data, even though some students may
not have submitted all three assignments.

The model describes the odds of a student choosing the People
version of the assignment over the Things version. The odds are
defined as the ratio between the probability of choosing the People
version and the probability of choosing the Things version.

We allow the odds of choosing the People version to be differ-
ent for each combination of gender (female/male) and assignment
(B–D); in particular, this means that the preferences may vary ac-
cording to the specific formulation and topic of the assignment
and that they may vary differently for the two genders considered.
We further include in the model a Gaussian random effect (i.e., a
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Table 1: Characterization of the mandatory hand-in assignments in the course.

ID Week Topic Mode Scenario People-Version Things-Version

A 4 Basic Programming Create Forest Growth Forest Growth
B 7 Inheritance Modify Entity Management Employee Management Storage Management

C 10 Exception Handling Modify & Create Booking System Hotel Booking CargoShip Booking

D 13 GUI & MVC Create Value Tracker Customer Tracker Electricity Tracker

Table 2: Quantification of the size of the assignments.

ID #Words #Tasks #Subtasks #Figures

A 902 3 18 0

B 1,005 4 13 3
C 861 4 15 1
D 1,018 3-4 20-21 2

random intercept) for students, which may be thought of as an in-
herent student-specific level for the preferences regarding People
and Things. To compute the odds for a specific student choosing
the People version for an assignment, this individual level is added
to the overall odds (at log scale) for choosing the People version
among students in the relevant gender group.

For each of the three assignments, a student has some probabil-
ity of choosing the People version. According to the model this
probability 𝑝 , or equivalently, the log-odds (log{𝑝/(1 − 𝑝)}) are
random. This is because the log-odds are modelled as the sum of
two components: 1) the overall log-odds for the relevant combina-
tion of gender and assignment and 2) the inherent student-specific
addition, which is drawn from a Gaussian distribution (mean 0 and
variance estimated from data) and is the same for all assignments.
We may therefore consider the correlation between the students’
three probabilities of choosing the People version; the model im-
plies that this correlation is the same between any two of the three
probabilities (because the random component is the same across
assignments). It may be argued that data has a temporal aspect as,
for instance, assignments were given in particular weeks of the
course. However, we see no reason to suggest that the correlation
between the student-specific probabilities should depend on the
order and time between assignments.

The model is fitted using standard libraries, lme4 and ordinal,
in R. See Agresti and Alan [1] (Chapter 13) and Larsen et al. [23]
for a detailed discussion of the interpretation of mixed models for
binary data.

3 RESULTS

In Section 3.1 below we describe the collected data. Then, in Sec-
tion 3.2, we proceed to the results of the statistical analysis using
the mixed effects model for binary data described in Section 2.8.

Table 3: Number of assignment versions (People vsThings)

chosen by male and female students (in absolute numbers).

Men Women

ID People Things People Things Total

A 115 37 152
B 62 53 23 13 151
C 57 55 29 8 149
D 62 46 34 3 145

3.1 Collected Data on Student Preference

Table 3 shows the number of assignment versions (People vs
Things) handed in by men and, respectively, by women. We see
that 115 men and 37 women, 152 in total, handed in assignment A
(which, recall, was not part of the experiment and therefore only
existed in one version). For the subsequent assignments B–D, we
split the tally according to the preference for the People vs Things
versions. Hence, for assignment B, 62 men selected the People ver-
sion, while 53 men selected the Things version. Among the women,
23 opted for the People version of assignment B, while notably
fewer, only 13, chose to do the Things version. For assignments C
and D, we see a similar picture: the choices of the men distributed
roughly uniformly among the two versions (albeit with slightly
more men opting for the People version of assignment D), while
the women consistently prefer the People over the Things versions.
(For assignment C, a single student handed in both the People and
Things version. This data point has been excluded from Table 3
along with those that were not handed in.)

Figure 2 shows the percentage distribution of students and indi-
cates that the probability of choosing each People vs Things varies
according to both gender and assignment. For all assignments con-
sidered, a majority of the women appear to prefer the People over
the Things version of the assignments, whereas men, as a whole, do
not appear to have a particular preference for any of the versions.

To summarize the variation between assignments, consider the
odds of a student choosing the People version rather than the
Things version. Among women choosing for assignment B, the
odds are 64%/36% = 1.8, whereas for men they are 54%/46% = 1.2.
So, as Figure 2 illustrates, both genders have a slight preference for
the People version, as seen by their odds being greater than one.
However, the women appear to have a more pronounced preference
than the men, as quantified by their odds of choosing the People
version being 1.8/1.2 = 1.5 times higher than the odds among men.
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(a) Assignment B. (b) Assignment C. (c) Assignment D.

Figure 2: Percentage distribution of students according to their gender and the choice of version (People vs Things) for each

of the three assignments.

Figure 3: Overall gender preferences among the 143 students

who handed in all three assignments. “3/3 P” abbreviates

three People version choices; whereas “1/3 P”, e.g., means

one People choice and two Things choices.

Similarly, we find from Figure 2 that, for assignment C, the women
have 3.5 times higher odds of choosing the People version than do
the men, and for assignment D where only three of the 37 female
students chose to complete the Things version, the odds are 8.4
times higher than those for the men.

To offer some insight into the consistency of student preference
across assignments, Figure 3 shows a summary of how many times
out of three each student chose the People version of an assignment.
For this, we consider only the N=143 students who handed in all
(three) assignments.We note that half (50%) of the 36 women always
chose the People version, whereas the same was true for only about
a quarter (24%) of the 107 men. Equally interestingly, none of the
women always opted for the Things version, as compared to about
a fifth (21%) of the men.

3.2 Statistical Analysis of Student Preference

For any student, given a specific assignment, B–D, we may speak
about their probability of choosing the People version of that as-
signment over the Things version and use this as a measure of their
preference. If the probability that the student chooses the People
version is more than a half, we may say that they prefer the People
version over the Things version.

A simple indication of these probabilities was given in Figure 2
in terms of empirical probabilities, from which we noted a clear
preference for the People version in several groups.

Student preferences and the variation therein. Our statistical
model takes into account that there may be some heterogeneity
among students and that their preferences (as quantified by the
probability of choosing a People version) may thus generally be at
the higher or at the lower end for all three assignments. We may
think of it in terms of the model capturing personal preferences
as a variation of the probability of choosing the People version
around some overall probability within each combination of gender
and assignment.4

Wemay thus speak about an average ormedian student, meaning
that 50% of students have a lower probability of choosing the People
version. Figure 4 shows the estimated probabilities that a median
student of a given gender chooses the People, respectively, the
Things version of a specific assignment B–D. Consider first the
median-student (bullets, solid line): For males (top row of Figure 4),
particularly assignments B and C, the probabilities are roughly
equal (horizontal solid lines), which indicates an indifference to
the type of assignment, but we see that the student heterogeneity
implies that at least half of the male student population actually
exhibit a preference for the People version. For females (bottom
row of Figure 4), however, we see a clear preference for the People
version of each assignment (tilted solid lines); indeed a median
female student has a higher probability of choosing People than
of choosing Things in all three assignments. Note the graphical
representation of each pair of probabilities in Figure 4: The steeper
the slope of the line, the more pronounced the preference.

Similarly, we may consider extreme preferences, here taken to be
5th and 95th percentiles for the probability of choosing the People
version (dashed: 5th percentile, dotted: 95th percentile). This gives
an interval of probabilities (Figure 4, open circles) with the inter-
pretation that 90% of the student population would have a personal
probability within this interval; 5% of students would exhibit a
lower (and more extreme) probability and another 5% of students
would exhibit higher (and more extreme) probability.

4as implied by the assumed Gaussian variation at the log-odds scale.
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The variation in student-specific preferences imply also that
some women are more inclined to choose the Things version than
the People version (however slight this inclination may be). In-
deed, using the fitted statistical model, we may readily ask how
big a proportion of student have the same or smaller probability of
choosing the People version than the Things. For assignment B, it
would be about 25% of the female student population, whereas for
assignment C and D, this holds for only about 7% and less than 1%,
respectively.

Gender effects in student preferences. We saw in Section 3.1
and, again, in Figure 4 that the data suggests that women are more
inclined to the People version than are the men, and also that the
inclination may differ between the three assignments. A likelihood
ratio test in the mixed effects model confirms that the effect of
gender does vary significantly with the three assignments given (𝑝
= 0.03).

As before, we consider the odds of a student choosing the People
version rather than the Things version. Taking two students, we
may then quantify how much stronger is the preference for the
People version for one student than for the other through their
odds ratio. An odds ratio of about one means that their preference
is of similar strength. Since student-specific preferences vary, we
will naturally get some variation in the odds ratios obtained by
comparing specific pairs of students, just as for the probabilities
in Figure 4. Table 4 shows the median odds ratios obtained when
comparing two random students, one male and one female, in their
preference for a specific task. A median odds ratio of 1.7 implies
that for half of such comparisons, the odds of the woman choosing
the People version of assignment B would be more than 1.7 times
higher than the odds of the man choosing the People version of
assignment B.

Across all three assignments we see a clear difference in the
preferences for male and female students; indeed women are more
inclined to the People version as is testified by the odds ratios all
being greater than one (OR=1 corresponds to indifference in terms
of equal probabilities for the two versions). For assignments C and
D, the median odds ratios are 4.6 and 11.9, respectively, and this
difference between genders in their preference for a People version
is statistically significant for both tasks (𝑝 = 0.004 and 𝑝 = 0.0005,
respectively). The gender effect for assignment B is not statistically
significant (𝑝 = 0.28); indeed, we note that the confidence interval
stated in Table 4 also includes values less than 1, indicating that,
in principle, the median odds ratio between the female and the
male student could be as low as 0.65 (i.e., the odds for the female
choosing the People version could, in principle, be only 0.65 times
the odds for the male).

The variation in student-specific preference implies a consider-
able variation in the odds ratios quantifying the gender effect. This
variation may be quantified through an interval odds ratio (IOR)
[23], which with 90% probability contains the odds ratio we would
find by comparing the preference of a random female student to
the preference a random male student for a specific assignment.
These 90% IOR are given in Table 4.

Table 4: Odds ratios quantifying the gender effect. Also

shown are 95% confidence intervals (CI) indicating the un-

certainty of the estimated parameters, and a 90% credible

interval, interval odds ratio (IOR), giving the variability in

odds ratios resulting from individual student preferences.

ID Odds Ratio 95% CI 𝑝-value 90% IOR

B 1.7 0.65 – 4.4 0.28 0.14 – 20

C 4.6 1.6 – 13 0.004 ★★ 0.39 – 54

D 11.9 3.0 – 48 0.0005 ★★★ 1.0 – 141

The variation in student-specific preferences also implies awithin-
gender variability, in that if we were to take two random students–
both male or both female–and consider their preferences for a spe-
cific assignment, the student with the highest odds of choosing the
People version would have about 2.7 times higher odds than those
of the other student. Naturally, this within-gender effect can be
made even more pronounced by picking specifically students from
each of the two extreme ends of preferences.

We note, in passing, that the probabilities indicated in Figure 4
and the 90% interval of odds ratios (IOR) in Table 4 do not take into
account any variability arising from the uncertainty of the estimated
model parameters; only variability arising from student heterogene-
ity is considered. The uncertainty about estimated parameters is
reflected in the confidence intervals (CI) given in Table 4.

4 THREATS TO VALIDITY

We now consider the validity of our observational study in terms
of construct, internal, and external validity.

4.1 Construct Validity

Establishing gender? We asked the participants to record their
gender, where options included non-binary and not listed in ad-
dition to female and male. Although our study adopted a simplistic,
binary perspective on gender (women xor men), we recognize that
these are in no way the only existing gender identities.

Measuring preference? We quantify the preference of an in-
dividual student in terms of their choice to complete and hand in
one assignment version over another; i.e., as a choice between a
People version versus an isomorphic Things version of an assign-
ment. Note that, unlike in previous research [13], the subjects also
had to complete the assignment which entails significantly higher
commitment as opposed to the low commitment choice of simply
picking a hypothetical task based on superficial appeal (something
that was the case in our previous study).

4.2 Internal Validity

Preference influenced by peers? The students had the option of
working on assignments on campus around their fellow classmates.
This poses the risk that the choice of one student could be influenced
by that of another student. To reduce this risk, we explicitly stated
that each student was to pick the version they themselves found
most interesting (cf. Section 2.7). The students were asked to self-
report with whom, if any, they had collaborated. Collaborations
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were generally diffuse, so so this information has been excluded in
further analysis. In the few consistent collaborations identified, we
note that the students chose different versions.

Gender questions inducing subject self-stereotyping?When
asked for their gender at the beginning of an experiment, there is a
documented risk that people might “self-stereotype” and answer
more in accordance/disagreement with the stereotype of their gen-
der [36]. To mitigate this threat, we asked the students for their
gender after the experiment was over, independently of them choos-
ing which assignment to make.

Bias from the order of presentation? The first time a student
encounters the two versions (andmost likely decides between them)
is when opening the downloaded assignment folder. In this folder,
the two versions of the assignment have presumably been presented
in alphabetical order (depending on the setting of their computer’s
operating system). In case the student’s version preference is of
complete indifference, they may well just pick the first choice on
the list. As mentioned in section 2.7, we ensured one version would
not be alphabetically on top for all three assignments. Although
some students could have simply picked the first (top) version, no

clear effect from presentation order is present in the data of the
students’ choices.

Preference influenced by novelty or familiarity? Although
participants were first year students, they had been subjected to sev-
eral educational activities before receiving the first of our three as-
signments. Had these activities only addressed the theme of Things,
for instance, there is a risk that a “novelty-effect” could have led
some students to choose the People-version of our assignments,
just for the sake of variation. In contrast, familiarity with the theme
of Things in computing could have led other students to choose
the Things-version to avoid variation. However, we do not expect
this risk to play a big role, as none of the educational activities
in the Introductory Programming course were themed specifically
with People or Things in mind.

Subjects deliberately interfering with study outcome? If
we had given the students information about the nature of the study
beforehand, there is a risk that politically inclined students may
have wanted to influence the study via their choices. For this reason,
we did not disclose the objective of the study at any point during
the experiment. When presented with the assignments, they merely
knew that there were two versions of the assignment to choose
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from. In fact, many students enthusiastically reported that they
found it interesting that they had something to choose between.

4.3 External Validity

Beyond mere preference? In this study, we did not look into
whether the assignment version had an impact on the student’s
performance in the assignment. (Note that, in Denmark, this type
of mandatory assignments are there to provide incentives for the
students to work with relevant topics, in practice, during the course
and are, as such, usually graded simply as “approved” vs “not ap-
proved” with the vast majority of the students getting the work
approved. This does thus not provide the ideal setup for investi-
gating performance.) It would be interesting to explore whether or
not a preference for either People or Things also heightens that
student’s performance in the preferred version of the assignment.

Beyond first-year students?We expect to see a similar pattern
for more experienced software development students. However,
it may be the case that the gender preference discrepancy dimin-
ishes, as students learn to think in more abstract terms and start
perceiving the problem beyond the “superficial” thematic scenario
wrapping of the educational activity. We intend to investigate this,
tracking the gender effect as a function of the number of years at
university.

Beyond Danish students?We expect our conclusions to gen-
eralize to other Western societies with similar trade-offs between
intrinsic vs extrinsic motivations influencing vocational choice.

Beyond Software Development? We hypothesize that our re-
sults could apply to not only other computing degrees, but other
technical science fields, including those of STEM. However, this
needs independent investigation.

5 RELATEDWORK

The retention of female students in computing (and STEM in gen-
eral) has been vastly explored over the last decades. Much of the
literature points to factors outside of school curricula, such as satis-
faction with the degree [5, 9, 20] sense of belonging [5, 6, 20], and
institutional/departmental choices [14, 22]. Some studies give spe-
cific recommendations on recruitment and retention interventions
for female students in computing. For example, “take differences in
experience into account” [29], “increase early research opportunities”
[15], and “role models in computer science or computing for women
and underrepresented groups” [33]. However, differently from our
work, most of these recommendations affect elements other than
the academic content of computing programmes.

In closer relation to our work, some studies have looked at ways
of increasing retention with changes to in-classroom activities and
extracurricular activities [2, 10, 29, 30, 32, 35]. Some researchers
and educators have looked specifically into improving retention
through computing assignments: Layman et al. [24] looked at ways
of making assignments more meaningful (aiding or producing value
to society) to students, Bouvier et al. [8] discussed the effect of
context in assignment descriptions, and Zeitz and Anewalt [39]
looked at designing assignments to increase students’ awareness
of diversity, inclusion, and accessibility.

Although not related to gender, it is also worth mentioning
Lee and Ko’s study on engagement in a programming game [25].

They found that using vertebrate and invertebrate game elements
(animals), in contrast to inanimate elements (things), kept players
engaged for longer.

Similarly to ours, a few other studies have investigated prefer-
ence for certain themes in computing assignments. Wilson, B. C.
[38] found that female students prefer real-life application-related
assignments over game-related assignments. Rader et al. [34] found
that students generally preferred "fun" assignments over those in-
volving socially relevant or practical elements and that, although
female students had a stronger interest in the socially relevant
projects than male students, other projects still had higher appeal.
In contrast to these studies, our study asks the students to compare
two versions of the same assignment, differing only in theme, but
not in the computing problem itself. This eliminates some of the
factors that could influence student preferences when picking one
assignment over another.

Designing curricula that relate to the “real world” and have an
impact on society is mentioned in several studies [24, 29, 38]. It
is important to note, however, that the People perspective is not
the same as relating to society. For instance, an assignment on
“the shortest path to lay down power lines between cities” would be
society-, but not People-related; in contrast, an assignment on “the
fastest way for a person to walk to every cinema in the country” would
be People-, but not society-related. An assignment that relates to
both could be “the best public-transport route to avoid overcrowding.”
In short, our work adds quantitative data to the archive of research
carried out before ours. It should be seen as complementary to the
above mentioned strategies in increasing retention among women
in computing.

To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to explore
retention through gender differences in preference for People or
Things in computing assignments.

6 CONCLUSION

In summary, there are three main highlights from our analysis:
Observation 1:Women are more inclined to
chose the People version than men are.
Observation 2: The strength of preferences
depends on the task at hand. In particular, the
effect of gender (the odds ratio) observed in
our study varies from 1.7 to 11.9 on the three
assignments given.
Observation 3: There is considerable varia-
tion between students.

Further reflection on these observations lead to a number of ad-
ditional points that are worth mentioning as they can serve as
inspiration for further study. First of all, further research should
look into whether the heterogeneity between students can be ex-
plained by factors not measured by this study. For instance, our
previous study [13] indicated that self-perceived programming ex-
perience has an effect on the preference, and it is very possible that
such effects can also be measured in freshers at university (e.g., the
progression/experiences through the semester may well differ for
the two genders). This is important as it is possible that the stu-
dents who are more experienced became “conditioned” by the type
of materials they were exposed to (during prior exercises or as a
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part of self-education). Second of all, the difference we see between
assignments may be due to characteristics of the assignments or it
could very well be due to some underlying temporal effect (such as
the difference in progression/experiences). At least some thoughts
on why the three assignments differ in regards to preferences are
needed. One possibility, which could be further studied, is that
assignment D uses a more narrative style and that this may have
influenced the students. The reason for it is that narrations are typ-
ically associated with characters (and not with objects). In addition,
assignment D is also the only task that presents a holistic scenario
of creating a whole suite of functions completely from scratch.

Third of all, it would be interesting to learn more about the ex-
treme subsets of students (the upper and lower 5th percentiles). It is
especially interesting to see if we can pinpoint some relevant simi-
larities between them (for example their programming experience
level). For diversity, it is important to assess how much the change
of education strategy we suggest affects these “extremity groups.”

As our study is observational, the results may not readily gen-
eralize to a larger population than contemporary students at the
IT University of Copenhagen. However, our findings are remark-
ably consistent, not only with our previous study in the context of
recruitment concerning high-school students [13], but also with
Lippa’s more general studies involving a twin study from 1976 and
American psychology students from the 1990s [27] and a later study
from 2010 [28].

The overarching point is that themes matter, although the spe-
cific thematic instantiation naturally affect the magnitude of the
appeal. We recommend:

Recommendation: Educators should consider
favoring themes involving People over those
involving Things in computing educational ac-
tivities, as it appears to increase the appeal of
the activities to women.

We expect this generalizes to all teaching/learning activities, such as
assignments, exercises, examples, projects, demonstrations, analo-
gies, and illustrations.

Our study uncovered a notable individual difference in the pref-
erences for People vs Things tasks. Individual women may prefer
Things tasks just like individual men might may prefer People
tasks. To accommodate this variation, we suggest providing stu-
dents with both types of assignments; i.e., People and Things.
Different students will thus be able to make different choices. We
hope that diversifying the educational activities could ultimately
help diversifying the student body involved with computing.
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Mandatory Assignment B
Employee System

[...]

Task 1

The EmployeeSystem project has three classes, as can be seen in Figure 1:
HourlySalaryEmployee, MonthlySalary-Employee, and EmployeeOverview. The
classes represent a system for a company that consults large organizations in
teamwork. There are two employment conditions: hourly salary, where the salary
is calculated per working hour, and monthly salary, where the salary is fixed.
EmployeeOverview provides an overview of all employment conditions.

[...]

(a) People

Mandatory Assignment B
Storage System

[...]

Task 1

The StorageSystem project has three classes, as can be seen in Figure 1:
ScalablePriceStorage, FixedPriceStorage and StorageOverview. The classes
represent a system for a company that rents out large storage space for business
use. There are two rental options: scalable price, where the price is calculated per
rented square meter, and fixed price, where the price is fixed. StorageOverview

provides an overview of all rental options.

[...]

(b) Things

Figure 5: Excerpts from assignment B in two versions
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Mandatory Assignment C
Hotel Booking

[...]

Task 1

The HotelBooking project has four classes: Hotel, Room, Booking and Demo. The
classes are part of a program that can be used in a hotel. However, the program
is still in an early stage of development, so in the next four tasks you will make it
less error-prone, as well as expand the program with new functionalities.

[...]

Task 4

A hotel employee wants to have a visual overview of the hotel’s bookings. Create
a method void showHotel() in the class Hotel, that prints a matrix represent-
ing all rooms in the hotel. If a room is booked, print ”[X]” and if the room is
available, print ”[]”. Figure 1 is a printout of a hotel with four floors and three
rooms per floor, where the rooms 1.2; 2.2; 3.0; 3.1 are booked (the same as
in Demo).

[...]

(a) People

Mandatory Assignment C
Cargo Ship Booking

[...]

Task 1

The CargoShipBooking project has four classes: CargoShip, Container, Booking
and Demo. The classes are part of a program that can be used on a cargo ship.
However, the program is still in an early stage of development, so in the next four
tasks you will make it less error-prone, as well as expand the program with new
functionalities.

[...]

Task 4

A screen needs to display a visual overview of the cargo ship’s bookings. Create
a method void showCargoShip() in the class CargoShip, which prints a matrix
representing all the containers on the cargo ship. If a container is booked, print
”[X]” and if the container is vacant, print ”[]”. Figure 1 is a printout of a cargo
ship with four rows and three containers per row, where the containers 1.2; 2.2;

3.0; 3.1 are booked (the same as in Demo).

[...]

(b) Things

Figure 6: Excerpts from assignment C in two versions
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Mandatory Assignment D
Customer Tracker

[...]

Task 1

In recent weeks, a store manager has collected data on how many customers visit
the store in the course of a day. The store manager now needs a program that is
able to process and display the data collected.

[...]

Task 4 (Optional)

The system now needs to be expanded with a user interface (Graphical User In-
terface (GUI)) so that a user can interact with the program.

[...]

(a) People

Mandatory Assignment D
Electricity Tracker

[...]

Task 1

In recent weeks, an electricity meter has collected data on how much electricity
is used in the building in the course of a day. The electricity meter now needs a
program that is able to process and display the data collected.

[...]

Task 4 (Optional)

The system now needs to be expanded with a user interface (Graphical User In-
terface (GUI)) so that a user can interact with the program.

[...]

(b) Things

Figure 7: Excerpts from assignment D in two versions
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